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Unions
Together for
Climate Action

I

n November 2021, the 26th UN Climate Change Conference of the
Parties COP26 will be held in Glasgow. These are the most important
climate talks since the 2015 Paris Agreement, with the prospect of
raising national and international ambitions to tackle the climate
crisis and agreeing measures to limit the average global temperature
increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.
The climate crisis is not just an environmental problem, it is a
problem of justice – social and economic, as well as environmental
justice, nationally and internationally. It is about fairness and equity as
much as it is about avoidance of damaging climate change.
What is needed is radical, urgent and far-reaching action to
cut dangerous greenhouse gas emissions; but so far emissions have
continued to rise whilst measures to tackle the crisis have remained little
more than empty rhetoric.
As such, the need to campaign for real measures to address
climate change is as much an issue for trade unions and workers as it
is for environmentalists. We must make sure that measures to tackle
climate change are in the interests of workers, not against them,
and we must not allow the climate change agenda to be dictated by
employers, business, and politicians who want to place responsibility for
change on individuals while evading the significant changes that they
can and must make.
Politicians and corporations talk of a ‘Just Transition’ without
addressing the issues of fairness bound-up in addressing the climate
crisis. We believe that workers and their representatives need to be at
the forefront of tackling the crisis. Promises of a Just Transition will not
be delivered unless we demand it, and for a genuinely Just Transition
we need wider economic and social transformations that address the
inherent inequalities of neo-liberal economic and social systems –
inequalities most recently laid bare by the Coronavirus pandemic. Yet,
in some sectors, such as public transport, the Government is responding
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to the pandemic by actively pursuing a cuts agenda that will only serve
to exacerbate the climate crisis.
TUCG member unions are calling on our movement and others
to work together to understand the requirements and impacts
of decarbonisation across our whole society and economy, in all
sectors – energy, transport, construction, food and agriculture, and
public services including frontline emergency services. This must
include repurposing the education system around the climate and
ecological emergency, ensuring the training sector is able to meet the
challenges ahead, a social security system to protect workers and their
communities through change, and a progressive tax system to underpin
the transition.
We call on trade unionists and allies to support these aims and
four key principles that we believe are essential to underpinning
our demands as part of a genuinely Just Transition to a sustainable
economy and society:

1
2
3
4

Green jobs must be skilled, well-paid, safe and secure jobs not
“greenwash” – this will require investment and training to support
yet-to-be-developed sectors and technologies. Workers should be
guaranteed retraining and a new, unionised job on equivalent terms
and conditions.
Public ownership and investment must play a central role in sectors
such as energy and transport, as well as in supporting the transition
across other sectors to progress adaptation to climate change.
Education and training must be universal and central to developing
and enhancing learning and skills to support workers through the
changes required by the climate crisis.
Workers themselves must have direct involvement in decisions about
changes to production and services, and in processes to determine
what a genuinely Just Transition looks like.

The Trade Union Co-ordinating Group (TUCG) brings together eleven
national unions (BFAWU, Equity, FBU, NAPO, NEU, NUJ, PCS, POA, RMT, UCU
and URTU) to co-ordinate campaigning activities in Parliament and beyond
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The Bakers Food and
Allied Workers Union (BFAWU)

T

he Bakers Food and Allied Workers Union know that climate change is a
trade union issue, especially in an industry that collectively contributes,
depending on which source you use, between a quarter and a third of
global greenhouse emissions. We also know that workers must be front
and center in any solutions to achieve a fully decarbonised economy as
they are the ones that will ultimately be impacted the most.
We know that our industry has been left behind in terms of
Government investment for decades. The food industry as a whole
is the biggest manufacturing unit within the UK, yet the Government
has left it up to private companies and shareholders to invest in new
technology platforms and initiatives, using the profits of the business,
which often means a disparity across the industry – with larger and
more profitable organisations able to move forward with developments
and smaller organisations or those that are struggling profit-wise left
behind. It also means workers on the shop floor tend to be the ones who
are penalised, as there is less money available to fund decent pay rises
and improvements to terms and conditions.
For the food industry to truly decarbonise, the Government needs
to invest heavily in the industry and consistently throughout, specifically
focused on technologies and initiatives designed to reduce emissions
across the industry and decarbonise it, so that employers can then
utilise the profits they make on ensuring that their workforce are paid
at least £15 per hour and have decent terms and conditions that reflect
the work they do to keep the nation fed. This must be underpinned by
workers having direct involvement in the decisions around changes that
are needed. A full education, training and development programme to
support the changes must also be implemented.
Over the last four years, as a trade union, we have embarked on
an awareness campaign, talking to our members and representatives
about why climate change is a trade union issue and the importance
of having a seat at the table when changes in the workplace to
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work towards decarbonisation are discussed and decided upon. We
have produced ‘Greener Future’ – a newsletter designed to share
best practice around the industry, signpost reps to training with
organisations such as the Greener Jobs Alliance and ensuring our
agenda around climate change has grown past the position of being a
trade union that is anti-fracking.
We have surveyed reps on what is already happening in their
workplaces and encouraged branches to get involved in the ITUC day
of action to climate-proof their workplace, and in turn we have seen an
increasing amount of climate-related motions to annual conference,
such as the one that asked us to declare a climate emergency,
support and attend the school climate strikes and ask the employers
our members work for to do the same, and more recently for us to
recognise Green Reps in our rule book.
We have also seen more of our representatives have a seat round
the table, with reps at Premier Foods for example joining managers in
Environmental management training based on ISO-14001 and being
actively involved in discussions around what changes are needed on
sites. We have also worked with Greggs pre-pandemic to arrange
a training pilot for the retail national health and safety committee,
looking at the company’s carbon footprint and how it can be reduced,
concentrating on different factors such as energy and waste.
We still have a lot of work to do to get workers’ voices heard
throughout the industry, but we know it is critical to effecting the
changes needed to decarbonise the industry.
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Fire Brigades Union
(FBU)

F

irefighters are on the frontline battling climate change. Our members
have put their lives on the line attending an increasing number of
wildfires in recent years, for example in Cleveland in April 2019 and
on Saddleworth Moor in 2018 and 2021. They have also responded to
countless flooding incidents across the UK, which are becoming ever
more frequent. Three storms in February 2020 caused devastation
South Wales, the Midlands and Yorkshire, and in July 2021 previously
safe places in southeast England and London experienced flooding.
Firefighters stepped up to evacuate residents, rescue those who were
stranded, pump away rainwater afterwards and clear debris. Another
major emergency services operation took place in 2019 at Whaley
Bridge dam in Derbyshire, when a wall of the Toddbrook reservoir
collapsed following heavy rain.
General secretary Matt Wrack said: “If this Government is serious
about tackling the climate emergency, it needs to invest in our frontline
defences – and it is firefighters who are tackling wildfires and rescuing
people stranded in flooding. Firefighter jobs have been slashed since
2010, with more than 11,000 frontline firefighter jobs cut across the UK –
the biggest cut to the fire service in its history.”
When asked about the cuts, Ministers often reply that it is justified
because there are now fewer fires than there were in the past, due to
improvements in fire prevention such as better smoke alarms. However,
this response entirely ignores the work firefighters undertake that is
not fire-related. The Environment Agency have stated their concerns
that the nation’s flood defences are being dangerously tested and that
severe incidents are only going to become more frequent due to the
UK’s changing climate. The Government simply cannot ignore this, and
need to acknowledge that firefighters are primary responders not just
to fires but to flooding.
In Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland, the devolved
Governments have placed a statutory duty on the Fire and Rescue
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Service to respond to flooding, which gives the clarity and resources
needed to be able to plan for these events. The Westminster
Government have repeatedly declined to grant this statutory duty
in England, despite a 2016 report from the Department for the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs committee recommending
they do so.
Firefighters across the world experience the climate breakdown
on a daily basis, and as a humanitarian service we cannot stand
by and watch this happen. The FBU recognises the wider social
economic and political challenges of the climate catastrophe and
that is why the union pushed for the Labour manifesto to include
provisions to work towards a socialist green new deal, and successfully
passed this radical climate motion at 2019 Labour Party conference.
It promoted a worker-led transition, democratically engaging energy
workers, scrapping anti-union laws, and returning energy companies
to public ownership.
We desperately need change. The decarbonisation of the power
sector is not happening anywhere near fast enough, and the net
zero targets look unlikely to be reached. Regarding the August 2021
UN report, which labelled the situation ‘code red’ for human-driven
global warming, Matt Wrack said: “This report confirms that human
activity is responsible for climate change and we are running out
of time to save ourselves. But we know that not all human activity is
equal and climate change is driven by the actions of a small number
of powerful and rich corporations, with 100 corporations responsible
for 71% of global emissions. They are driven by their demands for
profit, so this requires fundamental political, social and economic
change across the world, and those in power have, so far, failed in the
face of this immense challenge.”
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National Education Union
(NEU)

A

s an organisation representing 450,000 educators across England,
Wales and Northern Ireland, the National Education Union (NEU) is
well placed to understand and to facilitate a response to the climate
crisis in the classroom. Education has a major role to play in helping to
address climate change, enabling children to understand the climate
emergency and ecological crisis and to think critically about how they
can play their part as we seek to move to a more sustainable world and
a better future for them.
Education International (EI), which represents 386 education unions
in 178 countries with over 32 million members, is calling for:

1.

Governments to ensure a quality climate change curriculum
for all.

2.

So that every student can leave education climate-literate,
equipped with the skills and knowledge needed to tackle
climate change, adapt to uncertainties, and take part in
building a more sustainable future.

3.

Quality climate change education should be based on
science and also address the ethical, political, cultural, social
and economic dimensions of climate change.

4.

Teachers should be trained and supported to provide this
quality climate change education.

5.

Schools and learning environments should be transformed
to support quality climate change education. This is about
what we teach and learn, how we learn it and what values
underpin it.
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The NEU calls on the
Government to do all of the above
in a forthcoming curriculum review.
Currently, the Government is very
much opposed to making any
changes to the curriculum to reflect
the climate emergency. Nick Gibb,
the Schools Minister, was asked
in Parliament in April 2021: “What
assessment has he made of the
potential merits of bringing forward
legislative proposals on climate
emergency education to improve
climate change education.” In his
response, he said: “We have not
brought forward further proposals
as there is scope to cover these
issues within existing teaching.”
Given the narrow curriculum
students already experience, this
statement simply doesn’t make
sense. It is essential that we have a
curriculum that reflects the world
we live in and the urgent priorities
facing the planet. The Government
must recognise that the climate
crisis is an emergency situation,
requiring emergency measures –
and must be looked at in a holistic way. This means not just confining
the study of climate change to science and geography, or hiving off
the subject into a Climate Studies GCSE that only some students will
take, but instead to implement Article 12 of the Paris Agreement fully
which states (inter alia) that Governments “shall co-operate in taking
measures as appropriate to enhance climate change education,
training, public awareness, public participation and public access to
information.”
The NEU nationally – and through its activist group the NEU
Climate Change Network – works with a number of other like-minded
groups such as Teach the Future, Global Action Plan and Let’s Go Zero,
to which the NEU is signed up as a supporter. The NEU also supports
the Climate and Ecological Emergency Bill currently going through
Parliament as a Private Member’s Bill.
To support education staff, the NEU, UCU, NUS, SOSUK and Teach the Future are promoting a Climate Learning Month
during October/November 2021 in the run-up to COP26.
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National Union of Journalists
(NUJ)

J

ournalists and union members need to be at the forefront of
promoting environmental policies and green behaviour. At the
NUJ’s policy-making Delegate Meeting this year, delegates voted
for a motion saying the media had a particular responsibility
reporting climate change in a way that encourages widespread
understanding of the challenges we all face.
The NUJ code of conduct asks journalists to ‘differentiate between
fact and opinion’. Since this August’s Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC report), we have to file man-made global
heating firmly under ‘fact’.
The effects of climate change are becoming increasingly visible:
devastating flooding in Europe, record-breaking temperatures and
deadly wildfires in the US, Canada and Greece. July was the hottest
month ever recorded. It is the role of journalists to explain what is
happening and why.
The motion said: “Both the way we report these issues, and the way
our employers and organisations behave, have an important impact on
public perceptions of the crisis, and the contribution that we make to
the situation.”
Responding to the climate emergency, if left solely to the market,
would have massive economic and social consequences in terms of
jobs, skills and knowledge lost and communities destroyed. That’s why
we back the TUCG and the international trade union movements’ call
for a just transition to a greener economy, where new jobs are just as
good in terms of pay, skills, pensions and trade union recognition as
those they replace.
In making a just transition, trade unionists need to be at the
forefront of making this necessary goal possible – and journalists will
have an important role in communicating this to the wider public.
The NUJ and its branches have been running a range of training
courses to furnish our members – on whatever platform or subject
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they write about – with the facts and an understanding of the science
underpinning climate change. As COP26 approaches, specialist
journalists will be getting ready to report on the climate conference.
It is their job to hold the politicians to account on all the promises they
have made, and it is also their job to make a strong and engaging case
to the public on just how serious a situation our planet finds itself in.
Local news stories can be given a climate twist. Many local
authorities have declared climate emergencies, though few have
followed through with appropriate policies. Plans to build housing in
flood plains should be called out as putting people at risk.
The NUJ is encouraging its branches and chapels to
elect a climate officer to coordinate local campaigning on
the climate emergency and to hold employers to account on
how their businesses could have an impact on the environment
and climate change. Should they be accepting advertising from
carbon-intensive businesses? We should be starting these debates.
The union has been called on by its members to persuade
employers to recognise union environmental reps and provide
facility time for their activities and to encourage members to
create climate action groups at workplace level and within union
structures.
Over half of carbon emissions are work-related, so workplaces
have a huge role to play in the effort to reaching net zero. Workplace
reps can encourage their bosses to significantly reduce their office
carbon footprints right now, for example by making sure buildings and
appliances are energy efficient, repairing and refurbishing equipment
and furniture instead of buying new and activating a Cycle to Work
scheme. Likewise, the NUJ has been asked to ensure that staff and
members attending meetings choose the most climate-friendly means
of transport where practically and financially feasible.
An ITUC Global Poll conducted last year found that 79 per cent of
people think employees should have a right to know what measures
their company are planning to climate-proof jobs and workplaces.
Union reps must be calling them to account.
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Public and Commercial
Services Union (PCS)

P

CS has long asserted that climate change is a trade union issue
and that workers need to be at the forefront of solutions required to
transition to a fully decarbonised economy. The union has a proud
history of campaigning on environmental and climate issues in wider
society and at the workplace level though our network of green reps.
In 2019, the union declared a climate emergency on behalf of
members. This was not a symbolic gesture but a means to put practical
demands on our employers to address sustainability issues and, in the
civil service, ensure the Government walks its own talk on climate.
PCS has also been clear that any transition has to be
transformative, addressing the inherent inequality and imbalance of
power in the economic and political system. This is more than arguing
for ‘green’ jobs in the same neoliberal economy that has been driving
down wages and attacking pensions, creating precarious work, and
outsourcing and privatising public services. For PCS this means arguing
for a pro-public approach and public ownership of things such as
energy, water, transport, health and social care, and education. It
means looking at how we work, such as a four-day week supported
by members in Scottish Government, and re-evaluating what work is
important.
The Covid crisis has shown us that governments can act quickly if
they want to. For example, massive public investment saw production
lines repurposed from making aircraft parts to ventilators, and furlough
payments enabled some workers to retain employment – actions
which were supported by trade unions in adapting working practices
and responding to the need to deliver increased benefit payments, for
example.
But Covid has also shown us that Government will lose little time to
make a fast profit for their corporate friends – companies like Serco,
who are just one of many outsourced companies driving down wages,
and terms and conditions, for PCS members.
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Climate Camp

The climate crisis is no different. A transition to a decarbonised
economy will not bring justice for workers and communities if we don’t
fight for it on our terms. It will also not happen if adequate resources
and the institutional architecture for the transition aren’t in place. This
means having a fully resourced civil service that can respond to the
needs to meet 2050 decarbonisation targets.
The union advocates for a National Climate Service, akin to the
NHS, as outlined in the One Million Climate jobs campaign. As part of
this we are also calling for a Just Transition Commission to establish a
national whole economy plan for zero carbon by 2050, including social
protections for workers and communities.
PCS members have a vital role to play in this through: the work
collecting taxes to finance the transition; delivering social protections
such as living wage benefits and supporting workers into new green
jobs; developing climate policy and new forms of governance for public
ownership of energy or transport, including aviation; looking after
green spaces and public facilities such as in the Royal Parks; getting
the polluters’ funding out of museums and galleries; and fighting for
workers’ rights in the workplace against the anti-trade union laws or on
the streets.
We are working with our reps to ensure this is a key industrial
and bargaining issue, and call for statutory rights for workplace
environmental (green) reps. This includes the establishment of
formal industrial relations mechanisms to negotiate on workplace
sustainability.
Equally, we demand the insourcing of all outsourced workers
on Government
contracts, and
strengthening of
health and safety
provisions to enable
workers to take action
on climate-related
impacts in the
workplace, including
walking off the job.
Worker
involvement through
their trade unions is
critical to building
the public services
of the future based
on social need and
a public-goods
approach.
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The National Union of Rail, Maritime
and Transport Workers (RMT)

Cut Climate Emissions, Not Public Transport

1 Domestic only
– not including
emissions from
international
shipping or
aviation

The transport sector is the UK’s largest emitter of greenhouse gases
(GHGs). Passenger cars, vans and lorries account for the vast bulk of
domestic transport emissions. Pre-covid, emissions1 from all modes of
transport had only fallen 2.7% since 1990, demonstrating a complete
failure of Government policy to plan for effective cuts to transport
emissions that do not jeopardise jobs. Urgent and radical action is
needed to deliver integrated, multi-modal public transport networks
that delivers modal shift away from passenger cars, boosting public
transport and rail freight and cutting emissions and air pollution whilst
increasing unionised employment and services.
Whilst the important role of public transport is acknowledged
in the Government’s recent Transport Decarbonisation Plan, this is
not accompanied by the fundamental reforms to public transport
provision, taxation and infrastructure required to achieve it.
Instead, across rail, bus and metro services the Government and
the private companies which dominate public transport provision
are pursuing damaging austerity measures that preserve profit
margins and seek to make essential transport workers pay the price
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
In the run-up to COP26, RMT will be campaigning for the need
to decarbonise the transport sector and a new deal for all modes of
public transport, one that values workers rather than treating them as
an inconvenient cost. Massively expanded public transport networks
in public ownership, delivering for people not profit, is the answer.
This investment will pay for itself through the economic benefits of
public transport expansion whilst helping to head off the catastrophic
economic as well as social impacts of climate change.
The Government should redirect a proportion of its £27 billion roadbuilding programme for investment in our public transport services and
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infrastructure. Bringing public transport into full public ownership would
ensure that this and other direct investment would reduce carbon
emissions, create thousands of new green jobs and plough profits back
into these economically vital services. Taxi services, which provide an
accessible and greener alternative to mass private car use, are also an
essential part of the local transport.

Maritime and Offshore — Just transition tomorrow must
mean justice today
In Maritime transport, over 2,000 UK seafarers lost their jobs during
the pandemic. As demand returns, many of those jobs have gone to
non-UK seafarers at anti-trade union employers like Irish Ferries, where
pay is below the National Minimum Wage. Flying foreign seafarers
thousands of miles to work on scheduled services from UK ports
exacerbates climate change and fuels unjust employment practices.
RMT members continue to campaign for an end to nationality-based
pay discrimination in their industry and for unionised jobs on low/zero
emission merchant ships and in the ports sector.
Offshore oil and gas workers are at the sharp end of the climate
catastrophe. We are campaigning for a worker-led Just Transition, the
term coined by the international labour movement in 2015. Tens of
thousands of jobs have already been lost in the North Sea, and Just
Transition often means very little to offshore oil and gas workers at the
moment and is often seen as ‘greenwash’. RMT is fighting for the Just
Transition which guarantees jobs and skills, as well as ensuring workers’
livelihoods are maintained as we move to green forms of energy
production, consumption and carbon storage.
Premature cessation of oil and gas production in the UK could
lead to a dangerous over-reliance on oil and gas imports. This would
merely offload our carbon footprint onto other nations and increase
global carbon emissions in the logistics supply chain. Instead, public
ownership and control of energy is long overdue to more effectively
manage our emissions strategy coupled with direct employment, with
full trade union and employment rights for offshore workers being part
of the settlements reached at COP26. RMT continues to engage with a
range of green groups to share concerns and campaign for a radical
expansion of renewable energy that is both just and sustainable for the
long term.
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University and College
Union (UCU)

U

CU has campaigned on environmental issues for many years and has
a well-established network of Green Reps. The union recognises the
climate and ecological crisis as the most significant threat currently
confronting humanity and our planet, and has developed dedicated
initiatives and resources in advance of COP26.
Education has a vital role to play in formulating and delivering
effective responses to the threats of climate change and in ensuring
that citizens are equipped with the information and capacity to engage
with the societal, economic and political changes that are required.
The urgency of the climate crisis means that education must be
transformed to play a pivotal role in the fight against climate change
and work towards a just transition to a more sustainable society and
economy. In the run-up to COP26, UCU is working with NEU, EIS, NUS,
SOS-UK and Teach the Future to promote a Climate Learning Month
in November 2021. We have collated associated learning resources
(https://climatelearningresources.org.uk/category/all-ideas/) intended
to support educators, schools, colleges and universities to integrate
into the curriculum topics and activities related to understanding the
climate and ecological crisis, and begin to embed them across the
education system. The Climate Learning Month is a call to educators to
work with children and young people to give a glimpse of a curriculum
in which they are informed about the climate crisis and empowered to
do something about it.
UCU has also launched a campaign for colleges and universities
to Decarbonise and Decolonise by 2030, calling on institutions to act
to better respond to the unfolding climate emergency, acknowledging
that consequences of the climate crisis are not distributed equally.
Students need to be equipped with knowledge and skills to question our
carbon intensive economic system and explore radical solutions rooted
in social justice. The campaign recognises that decolonising education
institutions is vital to achieving a just and sustainable education system,
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and includes a model
claim to support
branches in pursuing
these aims.
The UK
Government
Department for
Education’s refusal
to undertake a
curriculum review to
make our education
system adequate for
the society we need
and implement their
legal obligation under
Article 12 of the 2015
Paris Agreement is a betrayal of the young people in our schools and
colleges. Investment into Further and Higher Education is needed if the
UK is to meet its obligations under the Paris Agreement and the UN
sustainable development goals:

l

to ensure that we can deliver green skills

l

to provide green jobs

l

to provide for lifelong learning for a just transition
and to fund research and innovation

Bold, radical changes in policy and practice are needed, with
international co-operation to achieve change, including meeting
targets for reduced CO2 emissions. The transition to a decarbonised
society and economy must be one that works for everyone – a ‘just’
transition that includes all and is supported and delivered at all levels of
society.
The Covid pandemic has demonstrated the speed with which
Government can act if politicians so choose, and the scale at which
such actions can be taken. The scale of changes in public funding
and policy prompted by the pandemic are now needed in response to
the climate emergency, but with greater planning and a longer-term
approach to achieve lasting reforms that provide for a sustainable,
socially just future for all, not a short-term profit chase for corporations
and the wealthy few. Education will be key in this, as will the need
to secure involvement of all workers, hence UCU’s support for and
endorsement of the COP26 statement and principles from by the
Trade Union Co-ordinating Group.
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United Road Transport Union
(URTU)

H

eavy goods vehicles (HGVs) are the workhorses of domestic supply
chains in the UK and across the world. But, due to their prevalence,
around 7% of global carbon emissions are generated by heavy
transportation trucks.
Whilst other sectors have seen significant improvement in
reducing emissions, road haulage is one of the only sectors not
seeing any significant emission reductions. HGVs dramatically
contribute to greenhouse gas and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions
in the UK. Their share is set to increase further because road freight
is growing, while cars are becoming ‘cleaner’ as their electrification
gather pace.
The problem is that road freight is one of the hardest sectors of any
economy to decarbonise. Unlike smaller road vehicles, no technology
exists (yet) on a large scale that is capable of powering long-haul HGVs
with zero direct exhaust emissions.
This lack of technology not only has a negative impact on the
climate but also on a local environmental level. Having to work in an
environment where harmful vehicle emissions are prevalent, such as in
heavy road traffic, roadside facilities and regional distribution centres,
is impacting on the health of professional drivers. Diesel engine exhaust
emissions is now one of the biggest workplace killers after asbestos.
Diesel exhaust is a carcinogen, a chemical known to cause cancer.
People who are regularly exposed to diesel exhaust fumes at work can
be up to 40 per cent more likely to develop lung cancer. This is why
URTU has long been one of the biggest advocates of the necessity for
improvements in technology to reduce vehicle emissions.
But change is possible and on the way if this and future
Governments listen and invest. Our union fully supports the
‘Decarbonising Transport Plan’, which aims to have no new diesel
or petrol HGVs sold in the UK after 2040. The plan is a milestone
in the shift to a more sustainable UK transport system and, if this
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is achieved, will significantly reduce Britain’s climate impact and
improve the air we breathe.
Some within our industry are calling the plan ‘blue sky thinking’.
They claim that the extra batteries needed to carry the bigger loads for
freight would make electric vehicles too expensive and does not add up
financially. But, with significant public ownership and investment, it can
be achieved. The Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) says that, if ‘fast
charging’
networks
are built for
electric HGVs,
then they can
beat diesel in
terms of cost.
This type of
commercial
fast charger
doesn’t
yet exist.
However,
researchers
are confident
that this
technology
will come onstream quite
rapidly, so
now is the time to start planning and investing in a national network of
HGV charging stations.
Large manufacturers agree that the move to electric HGVs will
depend on fast-charging facilities in key locations. The potential to
decarbonise road transport is great, but it is clear that an infrastructure
of fast chargers is essential. For this to happen, there is need for
governmental incentives and subsidies to build the charging networks
along the main roads at hauliers’ home depots and at logistics centres.
The movement to electric HGVs is the perfect opportunity to
drastically improve the working conditions within the sector. As people
will be fully aware from the empty shelves in our supermarkets, the
sector has for many years experienced severe difficulty in recruiting
due, in no small part, to the poor working conditions presently endured
by professional drivers.
If there is the necessary investment in a network of high-quality
lorry parks / charging stations, coupled with advantages of emissionfree vehicles, a career as a profession HGV driver could become a
desirable green career option.
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The Trade Union Co-ordinating
Group (TUCG) brings together
eleven national unions
(BFAWU, Equity, FBU, NAPO,
NEU, NUJ, PCS, POA, RMT,
UCU and URTU) to co-ordinate
campaigning activities in
Parliament and beyond.
www.TUCG.org.uk
@TUCGinfo
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